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Computer Fan set Darkflash S100 5IN1 White

Darkflash S100 5IN1 White Computer Fan Kit
The Darkflash S100 fans, designed with precision and innovation, are an excellent choice for users seeking performance, durability, and
quiet operation. Equipped with advanced FDB Hydro Bearing, which provides a lifespan of up to 100,000 hours, and a five-blade rotor,
these fans offer exceptional cooling performance while maintaining minimal noise levels. Additionally, their unique square design, along
with shock-absorbing rubber pads, ensures optimal airflow and reduces resonance.
 
Exceptional Cooling Performance
The Darkflash S100 fans feature an impressive rotational speed ranging from 600 ± 200 to 1800±10% RPM, allowing for efficient cooling
of computer components in any conditions. With an airflow of 76 CFM combined with static pressure of 2.3mmH2O, they provide optimal
air circulation, which is crucial for maintaining low temperatures inside the case.
 
Quiet Operation
One of the main advantages of Darkflash S100 fans is their quiet operation, with a maximum noise level of only 25.7dB. Thanks to the
use  of  eight  shock-absorbing  rubber  pads,  these  fans  significantly  reduce  resonance  and  vibrations,  translating  into  user  comfort,
especially in noise-sensitive environments such as home offices or gaming rooms.
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Durability and Reliability
The durability  of  Darkflash S100 fans is  unparalleled,  as  evidenced by the Mean Time To Failure  (MTTF)  of  100,000 hours.  This  is  the
result of using advanced FDB Hydro Bearing, which not only ensures a long lifespan but also minimizes friction and wear, guaranteeing
reliability for years of use.
 
Additional Benefits
These fans, with dimensions of 120 x 120 x 25mm, fit most standard cases, making them versatile in application. Additionally, their low
current intensity (120±20% mA) makes them energy-efficient, which is essential for extended computer use.
 
     
    
Specifications:
    
        
            BrandDarkflash
            ModelS100
            Dimensions120 x 120 x 25mm
            Fan Speed600 ± 200 - 1800±10% RPM
            Noise Levelmax. 25.7dB
            Airflow76 CFM
            Static Pressure2.3mmH2O
            MTTF100,000 hours
            Bearing TypeFDB Hydro Bearing
            Current Intensity120±20% mA
        
    

Price:

€ 46.49

Gaming, Other
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